
+ LEADER MEETING
SUNDAY,  OCTOBER 20 
Hendersonville @10:30-11 (The Garage)
Gallatin @10:50 - 11:15 (Annex)

+ CHECK-IN  + PARENT MEETING
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27
HendersoHendersonville @10:30-11 (The Garage)
Gallatin 10:50 -11:15 am (Annex)

+ DEPARTURE 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 @ 5:30pm

+ RETURN 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Return to LH Hendersonville in time 
ffor the last service to let out! 

DATES TO REMEMBER

Kate Michaelsen (Global Girls Minister) // 941-744-7801
Cassie Lopez (Hendersonville Middle School Intern) // 615-428-8658

Bekah Baker (Gallatin Girls Ministry Intern) // 941-524-5680

Every girl knows what it’s like to wait. To hope for 
something + eagerly long to see it come to fruition. We 
are HERE. Not THERE. We’re right in this moment - where 
maybe I’m not where I want to be, but I see where I could 
be. Between who I’ve been + who I’m becoming. Between 
where I am + where I want to be.

WWe all find ourselves in these spaces + places in between. 
We’re not always on a mountain top, but we’re also not 
always in a valley. And it’s not always easy. In fact, sometimes 
it’s in these seasons where we feel stuck, discouraged by the 
process, frustrated with our expectations, thinking we’d be 
farther along and struggling to trust that God is at work in 
the middle of it all.

IIn those in-between moments where we find ourselves 
regularly, we have such an opportunity to see God at 
work. We overlook those moments because our world 
isn’t shaken enough for us to pay attention. We may be 
exhausted, stressed, or beaten down, but we tell ourselves 
it’s not really that bad and we move forward, doing it all 
on our own. So what do we do? How do we stay faithful? 
HoHow do we wait? How can we flourish in the season we 
are in? How can we grow right where we are?

Join us for GRLS WKND, as we gather in community 
+ uncover the truths of God’s purpose for us in the 
ordinary - everyday - in between moments of this life.

WHAT TO BRING:

+ Bible
+ Journal and pen
+ Twin Bedding for bunk bed
+ Towel
+ Warm clothes/clothes that can get dirty
++ Snacks (for your room)
+  Flash Light
+  Money for GRLS WKND Merch

IMPORTANT DETAILS

+ COST 
$125 + $10 (T-shirt additional charge)

+ DATES 
NOV, 1-3, 2019

+ LOCATION
Camp Widjiwagan (Antioch, TN) 

+ FRI+ FRIDAY NOV 1
Meet at LH Hendersonville Campus
at 5:30 p.m. in the Student Building.

What does it look like for middle + high school girls 
to live in this IN BETWEEN season of life?

grls wknd


